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Every year, hundreds of retro video games turn out to be irreproducible, as old consoles - from Super NES to PlayStation 1 - stop working. Many older games are available through PlayStation Now and Nintendo Switch Online, but what happens when the subscription service is no longer supported and companies stop storing games on
their servers? If you don't have a DRM-free copy of the game, and a way to play it, you are at the mercy of the game's distributors and their bottom line. Enter emulators that allow you to play ROMs games on modern platforms. There are emulators for each retro game console - some even support multiple systems and different operating
systems. There are legal gray areas surrounding the ownership of ROM files, while some emulators require complex installations, but they are one of your best options for hit old-school gaming nostalgia. Read on for your emulator options. Best gameCube and Wii Emulator: DolphinPlatforms: Windows, macOS, Linux, Android (Image:
Dolphin) If you want to emulate GameCube or Wii games, the best is Dolphin. He's found a way to emulate Wii traffic control, so even if you don't have Wiimote lying around, you can still play games that require it, like Skyward Sword and Mario Galaxy. Dolphin also emulates Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection, which allows you to add online
games for supported games. As great as it sounds, there are some drawbacks. Since GameCube and Wii games are a little more complicated than previous systems, the technical limitations of some computers may get in the way here. Developers recommend using a powerful processor and GPU to avoid crashes. Get the program from
the website download page, but be careful here. Scroll down to The Stable and download the Windows or macOS button next to the latest update. Dolphin lets you turn on cheats, set the path of the memory card to save files, and change the default resolution and side ratio. You can also enable acceleration to improve game performance
and add anti-aliasing or other graphic enhancements. By default, Dolphin is set to use the keyboard for all input commands, but you have to change that. Dolphin supports wireless controllers, GameCube peripherals (such as DK Bongos), actual GameCube controllers with an adapter and Wiimote via Bluetooth. You can also connect
multiple gamepads at the same time for local multiplayer. The dolphin emulator also works on Android devices. Some games can be choppy and Wii traffic control doesn't translate well to touch screens, but it's a great option for mobile gaming. Best DS Emulator: DeSmuMEPlatforms: Windows, Linux, AndroidAlternatives: melonDS,
DraStic (Android, paid), iNDS (iOS) (image: DeSmuME) there are many ways to play Nintendo DS games, but DeSmuME is considered the best emulator for the total It can be used through a command line or as a graphics program, but the trade-off is the lack of a mobile version. As an emulator, DeSmuMe offers features such as state
preservation, support for screenshots, screenshots, and video and audio recording. The program does so to simulate the experience of a real portable device, providing screen filters, microphone support, and setting the screen gap. You can also link the controller or customize the keyboard input and hotkeys. And in case you're wondering
how the desktop program emulates the DS touchscreen function, DeSmuMe lets you click with a cursor for in-game movement and interaction. Best Sega Genesis Emulator: Kega FusionPlatforms: Windows, macOS, LinuxAlternatives: Genesis Plus (image: Kega Fusion) Kega Fusion has long been a favorite emulator for Sega Genesis
games, but it supports titles from other Sega systems, too, like SG-1000, SC-3000, SF-7000, Master System, Game Gear, S. As an emulator, Fusion supports several save slots, cheats, screenshots and netplay. You can also fully customize the video with screen filters as well as the sound system. Controllers can be customized for
certain consoles. Best arcade emulator games: MAMEPlatforms: Windows, macOS, Linux (image: MAME) MAME is the best way to play arcade games on your computer, but it's not particularly convenient. The emulator offers a graphical interface with bare bones, but it is clumsy and confusing. It's best to activate THE MAME through the
command line, no matter how unfavorable you may be to coding, or download a compatible third-party front end. Consult MAME documentation from developers to better understand the customization process and how to use the program. Essentially, what you need to do is extract the MAME file into the folder and then download the
DISKS and extract them inside the rum folder provided by the emulator. MAME should be able to see your ROM and play the game through a team line or user interface. As an emulator, MAME lets you play games from many Arcade Systems Capcom, Namco, Neo Geo and Sega, as well as some old home consoles and personal
computers. MAME even offers a page with ROMs that are safe to download if you prefer to avoid any legal gray areas. Keep in mind that not all ROMs will play perfectly, so developers also offer a page of frequently asked questions for game issues you may encounter. If this seems too complicated, you can instead turn to multi-step fronts
like RetroArch (PC) or OpenEmu (Mac), which use the MAME core for arcade games and do most of the work for you. Best PS1 and Sega Saturn Emulator: MednafenPlatforms: Windows, LinuxAlternatives: PCSX-R, ePSXe (Image: Mednafen) Mednafen is a multi-stage program that leads the package in imitation of the original
PlayStation, Sega Saturn, and TurboGrafx-16/PC Engine. It also supports titles for Game Boy Advance, Neo Geo Pocket, NES, Sega Genesis, Super NES and other systems of varying success. Mednafen lacks graphic So setting things up won't be the most convenient process. In the most basic sense, you need to install the Mednafen
.exe file and purchase proper BIOS files that you can find online. Internet. requires files scph5500.bin, scph5501.bin and scph5502.bin; Saturn claims sega_101.bin and mpr-17933.bin. Add these files to the firmware folder that Mednafen creates. You can then download your drives, extract files and drag the .cue file from the ROM folder to
the .exe emulator file to run the game. Despite the lack of a graphical interface, the emulator supports many features, including Save states, rewind, screen filters, cheat codes, screenshots and video recordings, hotkey remapping, controller connectivity, and netplay. To help create the program by playing multi-disc games, learning
hotkeys, or accessing any of its features, there is documentation on the Mednafen website and wiki with instructions. Other standalone emulators are easier to use, but none get as consistent results as Mednafen. If all this seems too complicated, turn to RetroArch (PC) or OpenEmu (Mac) instead. These front ends use the Mednafen core
to emulate the PlayStation. Their GUI should make the PS1 game much easier, although you'll still need proper BIOS files. Best NES Emulator: MesenPlatforms: Windows, LinuxAlternatives: Nestopia UE, puNES, FCEUX (Image: Mesen) If you're looking for an emulator that you can use to play ROMS for Nintendo's entertainment system,
look no further than Mesen, which has excellent results for NES and Famicom. Mesen also supports the Famicom, VS. System, Dandy and several regional options. Built-in features include video and audio recording, screenshots, debugging, netplay and rewind. Further improve the gameplay with a palette of filters, audio and video
settings, and acceleration. If you find the original NES graphics hard to enjoy, there are texture replacement kits you can download to improve the graphics. The developers have also provided documentation to help you get it right. Best multi-system emulator for Mac: OpenEmuPlatforms: macOSAlternatives: RetroArch (for Windows)
(Image: OpenEmu) Instead of worrying about what kind of emulator for what, turn to OpenEmu, an all-in-one-front end with multiple emulator cores built into the user-friendly interface. This makes it easy to play any game that the platform supports without even interacting with complex emulators or worrying about compatibility issues.
OpenEmu is a Mac exclusive that works with a long list of systems, including: Atari, DS, Game Boy, Game Boy Advance, GameCube, NES, N64, PS1, PSP, Sega Genesis, Super NES, and more. The program contains a library of games and comes with a collection of homegrown games. You can also add filters, set up controllers, take
screenshots, and maintain many different states of preservation at the same time. The setup is simple, but we have a complete guide to get you started. Best PlayStation 2 Emulator (PS2): PCSX2Platforms: Windows, macOS, Play! (Image: PCSX2) If you want to play old PS2 games, PCSX2 is the best choice. Keep in mind, however, that
this emulator requires a lot of resources. Between Between itself, PS2 BIOS files, and large ROMs, it takes a lot of memory to run PlayStation 2 games. THE PCSX2 is also very hardware-intensive, so rest assured you can even run the program properly. If your computer doesn't have enough processor or GPU power, games will run so
slowly you won't even be able to play. THE PCSX2 is based on a plug-in, so it may require some configuration and customization. If you need help, developers have a video guide to setting up, a configuration guide, and a quick guide to solving a variety of problems. If you're wondering which games play best, there's a compatibility
database on the emulator's website. If you have it all ready, you'll find that the PCSX2 is a little different from other emulators. Keep an eye on the program's customization process and extract BIOS files to the appropriate bios folder. Choose your ROM with the ISO selector, and then select boost ISO to start the game. One of the
interesting features is that the program can play VIM files as well as actual game discs from your computer's drive. You'll find that PCSX2 opens two windows, one with all the commands and emulator settings and the other that plays the game. Inside the program settings are controls for basic features such as save states, cheat codes,
screenshots, and HD video recording. The PCSX2 also has a segger and memory card capability. You'll also find the ability to connect controllers through a plug-in, or use a keyboard and mouse. More advanced settings include skipping frame and limiting, VSync, speed hacks, custom resolution and relationship aspects, anti-aliasing, and
other features to help improve game graphics and performance. An online plugin can also help you play certain PS2 names online. Best PlayStation Portable (PSP) Emulator: PPSSPPPlatforms: Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS, Android (Image: PPSSPP) PPSSPP is the emulator you turn to to play PlayStation Portable games on your
computer or mobile device. It's a free program, but you can also purchase PPSSPP Gold to support developers. Whether on a PC or phone, the emulator includes a customizable game library that lists all the titles you've previously downloaded for easy access. You can also download homegrown games directly through the emulator.
Multiple input options allow you to use your PC mouse and touch screen control for mobile devices. PPSSPP includes basic features such as save states, screenshots and cheat codes. You can record audio and video, and play online with a built-in chat tool. Optimize your gaming experience with on-screen filters, VSync, upscaling,
frameskip and other settings to make these games look the best they can. Best Nintendo 64 (N64) Emulator: Mupen64PlusPlatforms: Windows, macOS, Linux, AndroidAlternatives: (Image: Mupen64Plus) If you want to play Super Mario 64 or GoldenEye for Nintendo 64, look no further than Mupen64Plus. This emulator supports saving
states, taking screenshots, and has built-in cheats. Keyboard labels are supported for system function. Advanced features such as online games and graphic enhancements such as anti-aliasing and VSync are also included. Download and install the program with GitHub (or Google Play for Android) and it's ready to go- no complex startup
commands required and no plug-in interface needed. ROM will not be stored inside the GUI, so it is a good idea to organize your games in one centralized location for easy access. By default, Mupen64Plus assigns all input to the keyboard, but you can also connect up to four controllers. Best Dreamcast Emulator: RedreamPlatforms:
Windows, macOS, Linux, AndroidAlternatives: DEmul, Flycast (Image: Redream) For Dreamcast games, Redream is the best option. Developers advertise the compatibility of the emulator with the list of games and how well they work with the program. Redream also does not require BIOS files or controller configurations. The emulator
allows you to download games to the program library for easy access. Then you can switch names in the middle of the game, apply cheat codes, connect the controller and even remapping the buttons. The basic emulator is free, but it's a commercial program, so developers want you to switch to the $5 Premium Edition. If you decide to
pay, you will get access to multiple save slots for the same game and add high definition games with 1080p and 4K support. There is also an official version of Android. Best multi-system emulator for PC: RetroArchPlatforms: Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS, AndroidAlternatives: OpenEmu (for macOS) (Image: RetroArch) For PC gamers,
RetroArch is like the holy grail of enamel. This all-in-one front end uses a libretro API to support the cores for multiple systems, with a huge selection of configurations to fully customize gameplay elements and video/audio settings. However, RetroArch lacks a handy customization scheme that requires you to download individual kernels
and choose which ones you want to use before downloading the game. As an emulator, RetroArch supports an impressive number of systems, including Atari, DS, Game Boy, GameCube, MAME, NES, Nintendo 64, PlayStation, SNES, Wii and more. The front end supports basic features such as state save, screen filters, screenshots and
video recording, as well as a controller and hotkey setting up. More advanced features include netplay, user achievements, rewind, fast-forward, and slow motion, custom interface setup, and built-in streaming. Graphic settings allow you to adjust the speed of the update, display resolution, aspect ratio, VSync, anti-delay, anti-aliasing, and
anti-ghost features. RetroArch also gives you complete control over audio control and sound mixing. For basic settings or extended configurations, link to lipretro documentation. Best multi-system microconsole emulator: RetroPie RetroPie) If you prefer not to get stuck on your computer, you can build a classic game system for the cheap
with a Raspberry Pi board and an operating system to run it. This is where RetroPie comes in; it's a free Linux distribution based on and combines the LibRetro retro-archived API with the front of EmulationStation. Other items that you need to include SD cards for games, case, power source, and controller. Like other multi-system
emulators, RetroPie maintains a laundry list of consoles, and once your new microconsol is built, everything should be well gone. We have a guide to help you in the installation process. Best Super Nintendo Emulator: Snes9xPlatforms: Windows, macOS, Linux, AndroidAlternatives: bsnes, bsnes-hd Snes9x is the best emulator for Super
Nintendo and Super Famicom games. Download the program from one of the developers' sites link to the Download page to get started. An open source port called Snes9x EV is available for Android devices. You'll find that Snes9x supports multiple save slots, multicard emulations, cheat codes, and ROM hacks. The emulator also allows
you to adjust frame and sound frequency, take screenshots and videos, and play online through built-in netplay. When it comes to entering games, you can set up hotkeys or connect the controller. Snes9x can emulate the original Super Nintendo controller, as well as Super NES Mouse, Super Scope and other peripherals. Best Atari 2600
emulator: StellaPlatforms: Windows, macOS, LinuxAlternatives: Pantheon (Image: Stella) For those who want to relive (or discover) the Atari experience, Stella is the emulator of choice for all Atari 2600 games. The program includes a reliable selection of features, making it easy to use and customize. While everything can be done from
The Stella User Interface, command line support is available to those interested. All you have to do is download the emulator, select your ROMs from the game launcher, and start playing. Stella supports a large selection of hot keys that can manage to save states, difficulty adjustment, screenshots and more. The developers have found a
way to successfully emulate the joysticks, paddles and other controllers from the original system, so all you need is your computer's keyboard to play. Behind the scenes, Stella lets you fully customize your gaming experience with screen filters, button remapping and combo creation, as well as customization interface. The program also
contains a cheat for homegrown games, support for cheat codes and a time machine mode to automate and improve the conservation process. If you need help with the game and set up Stella, the developers have included an in-depth user guide. Best GBA Game Boy and Emulator: VisualBoyAdvancePlatforms: Windows, macOS,
LinuxAlternatives: mGBA, SameBoy (image: VisualBoyAdvance) VisualBoyAdvance is your single destination for Nintendo's retro portable devices because it supports Game Boy, Game Boy And Game Boy Advance. The emulator has a surprisingly robust set of features, including cheat code support, controller mapping, and export to
save the state, as well as the possibility of screenshot and video recording. More advanced features, including hacking tools and debugging ROM, like both screen filters and gui skins to provide a more authentic Game Boy experience. The VBA has done such a good job of mimicking the capabilities of these portable devices that you can
even emulate the Game Boy Printer add-on. Dolphin's compatibility allows you to connect Game Boy Advance games to GameCube games, just like real consoles. Further Reading Gaming Reviews Gaming Best Picks Picks n64 emulator android tv box. best n64 emulator android tv
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